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Quantum error correction holds the key to scaling up quantum computers. Cosmic ray events
severely impact the operation of a quantum computer by causing chip-level catastrophic errors,
essentially erasing the information encoded in a chip. Here, we present a distributed error correction
scheme to combat the devastating effect of such events by introducing an additional layer of quantum
erasure error correcting code across separate chips. We show that our scheme is fault tolerant against
chip-level catastrophic errors and discuss its experimental implementation using superconducting
qubits with microwave links. Our analysis shows that in state-of-the-art experiments, it is possible
to suppress the rate of these errors from 1 per 10 seconds to less than 1 per month.

Introduction– Extreme sensitivity to external noise is
one of the main obstacles in building and operating large-
scale quantum devices. Quantum error correction (QEC)
solves this issue by encoding quantum information in a
larger space so that the errors can be detected and cor-
rected [1, 2]. For most QEC schemes, the errors need
to be small and independent. Existing QEC schemes
mostly focus on local and uncorrelated error (or errors
with finite-range correlations), see e.g. [3, 4]. Long-range
correlations, however, can appear if the system is coupled
to a common environment, e.g. a bosonic bath [5–7] can
negatively impact the performance of QEC [8, 9].

Recently, it has been shown that a cosmic ray event
(CRE) can cause catastrophic errors by destroying the
qubit coherence throughout the superconducting quan-
tum chip for thousands of operation cycles [10–12]. Upon
impact of high-energy rays, phonons are created and
spread in the substrate. These phonons then create
quasiparticles in the superconducting material, which
subsequently induces qubit decay [12]. Even though
these events are rare, their effect is devastating as they
cause fast correlated relaxation (T1 error) in all the qubits
in a chip that essentially erases the encoded quantum in-
formation [12], which is especially detrimental to long
computational tasks that could take several hours [13].
Moreover, the adverse effect of CREs is not limited to
superconducting qubits. Semiconductor spin qubits [14]
and qubits based on Majorana fermions [15, 16] also suf-
fer from the charge noise and quasiparticle poisoning that
are resulted from CRE, respectively. One approach to
reducing the impact of CREs is through changing the
design of the device, for example, by introducing phonon
and quasiparticle traps [17–19] and enhancing phonon re-
laxation in the device [16]. Such an approach requires a
great deal of engineering, with details depending on the
specific platform of interest.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the distributed encoding setup. In-
formation is encoded in an error correcting code that is dis-
tributed across multiple data chips, which are coupled to an
ancilla chip using microwave links and a router. The CRE-
induced erasure errors on the data chips can be corrected by
applying ancilla-assisted syndrome measurements. (b) Us-
ing a code that can correct d − 1 erasure errors, we can
suppress the rate of the CRE-induced catastrophic events to
∝ λ(λτ)d−1, where λ is the CRE rate and τ is the duration
of error recovery operation.

In this work, we take a different approach and use a
distributed error correcting scheme to detect and correct
correlated errors by CREs. Distributed hardware archi-
tectures, connecting smaller nodes into a tightly-coupled
system using an interconnect network, have been pro-
posed to achieve scalability for a single computation [20–
28]. Here, we repurpose these architectures to improve
fault tolerance. Our approach is system independent and
works as long as a quantum network can be built to share
entanglement between separate chips. Since CREs are
independent stochastic processes [12], there is no corre-
lation between CREs at different chips, when the inter-
connects are switched off. In a network of chips, a CRE
erases information from one chip, but as we show this
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event and the specific impacted chip can be detected (see
Fig. 1a). Since the location of the error is now known, we
can use erasure QEC to correct the errors and recover the
information [29–32]. We present a low-overhead erasure
QEC scheme that is fault tolerant against the CREs and
discuss its implementation using superconducting chips
connected with microwave links (see e.g., Refs. [33–36]),
and provide logical-error estimates in state-of-the-art ex-
perimental systems. Our analysis indicates that under
reasonable assumptions, we are able to suppress the dam-
age from these catastrophic events to higher order and re-
duce the CRE-induced logical error rate from 1 every 10
seconds in Ref. [12] to less than 1 per month. We empha-
size that while our estimations of code performance are
done for a specific platform, our scheme is general and
can be applied to other quantum computing platforms
that are severely affected by CREs.

Setup.– We consider two levels of encoding on n chips,
each containing hundred of qubits. The first level uses an
error correcting code (e.g., a 10×10 surface code [37]) to
protect the information in each chip. In the second level
of encoding, we concatenate this code with a [[n, 1, d]]
QEC code capable of correcting d− 1 erasure errors [29].
The operations in the first level should be protected by
the surface code. Therefore, operations in that level are
followed by syndrome checks at every step. Upon a CRE
on a specific chip, most syndromes of the first-level en-
coding in that chip will show an error, which reveals the
location of the erasure error in the second level. This
will subsequently trigger error correction in the second
level. We expect that by correcting d−1 errors we would
be able to suppress the rate of catastrophic events to
∝ λ(λτ)d−1, where λ is the CRE rate in a chip and τ is
the time that it takes for the second-level error correction
cycle (see Fig. 1b).

For example, we can use the [[4,1,2]] code [29] to cor-
rect single erasure errors. As shown in Fig. 2b, a single
CRE event will trigger the QEC circuit to correct the
erasure error and successfully restore the original encod-
ing. However, if there is a second CRE erasure event
during the erasure correction, the QEC circuit will fail
to restore the encoded information, leading to a CRE-
induced logical error rate proportional to λ2τ , which is
already suppressed to the second order in λ. Note that
the QEC for [[4, 1, 2]] is relatively simple because we only
care about correcting single CRE errors and do not worry
about CRE errors during the QEC operation. In order
to use larger-distance codes, e.g., the [[7, 1, 3]] code [38],
to suppress the CRE errors to higher orders it is crucial
to design the QEC circuit fault tolerantly so that all pos-
sible relevant CRE events during the QEC should not
damage the encoded information.

Fault tolerant error correction for erasure errors.– We
assume that by using sufficiently large surface codes in
the first level, Pauli error rates due to the failure of
the surface QEC are much lower than the rate of the

CREs. As such, we only consider the errors induced by
the CREs. For simplicity, we assume that a CRE-induced
erasure error could propagate through a two-qubit gate
and completely erase both involved qubits [39]. Upon
detecting erasure errors on a chip, we replace the erased
chip with a chip held in reserve for this purpose. The data
qubits on the new chip are randomly initialized. Hence,
their erasure errors are converted to detected Pauli errors
randomly drawn from {I,X, Y, Z} after the chip replace-
ment. The weight of an error is assigned by counting the
number of qubits on which the error has non-identity
support (including the erasure). We propose a novel
fault-tolerant QEC (FTQEC) scheme, which we call the
erasure-flag scheme, that satisfies the fault-tolerant cri-
teria [8, 40, 41] (see also Supplementary Material [42]).
The scheme adaptively performs non-destructive stabi-
lizer measurements using one ancilla qubit on an ancilla
chip (see Fig. 1a). A single erasure error that occurs on
the ancilla could possibly propagate into multiple data
erasures on different data chips. We define such errors
as bad errors. However, since we can detect such errors
immediately, we get extra information about when and
where the errors occur. So similar to the flag FTQEC for
generic Pauli errors [41, 43, 44], the access to the extra
information enables us to design protocols that use min-
imal resources to tolerate the bad errors. In our context,
the extra information comes directly from the first-level
QEC and does not require additional resources, e.g. flag
qubits, in the second level.

The erasure-flag FTQEC protocol using a distance-d
code is implemented as follows. (i). Upon detecting era-
sure errors on the data qubits, replace the erased data
qubits (chips), initialize the erasure-flag error set E which
contains the detected data errors, set s = 0 which counts
the number of bad erasure errors that happen during the
protocol and apply the following erasure-QEC. (ii). Mea-
sure a set of stabilizers of minimal size that can be used to
correct the current E . (A). If there are snew bad erasures
detected in the middle of a stabilizer measurement with
s+snew ≤ t, stop the measurement immediately, update s
by adding snew, replace the erased qubits (chips), update
E , and restart (ii). (B). Otherwise, apply a correction in
E based on the measured syndromes.

The fault tolerance of the protocol is guaranteed by
the following two key ingredients. (a). Bad erasures can
be immediately detected so that we can keep track of the
erasure-flag error set resulting from the bad errors. (b).
The erasure-flag error set is correctable (different errors
either have different syndromes or differ by a stabilizer) if
there are fewer than t faults. We note that similar to the
case of the flag-QEC, the second ingredient cannot always
be satisfied, and it depends on the codes and syndrome
extraction circuits in general. Here we show that the
erasure-flag scheme can be applied to the four-qubit and
seven-qubit codes using proper QEC circuits, and in Sup-
plementary Material [42] we show that it can be applied,
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FIG. 2. QEC circuits for correcting erasure errors. (a). The illustration of the [[4,1,2]] (left) and the [[7,1,3]] (right) code. The
colored plaquettes represent stabilizer generators that have supports on the surrounding vertices (data qubits). (b) The FT
circuit for the [[4,1,2]] code correcting one data erasure (indicated by the red cross). Colored boxes represent an ancilla-assisted
measurement of a stabilizer associated with a plaquette of the same color. The ancilla is initialized in the |+〉 state, a sequence
of CX/CZ gates between the ancilla and the data qubits are applied, and the ancilla is measured in the Pauli X basis. For
simplicity, we do not show the gates in the boxes. (c) The non-FT circuit for the [[7,1,3]] code that is non-adaptive. An initial
erasure error on a data qubit triggers the circuit, which measures all the six stabilizers in a fixed sequence (pink-green-blue) and
applies the correction in the end. We explicitly show the CX gates in the first box (the measurement of X3X4X6X7 stabilizer)
to illustrate an erasure error that propagates to multiple data errors and causes a logical failure. As such, the non-FT circuit
cannot correct certain consecutive double erasures. On the top, we show the evolution of the data errors for the example
trajectory. The red circles indicate qubits with potential Pauli errors (converted from the erasure errors). (d). The FT circuit
for the [[7,1,3]] corrects the errors adaptively. Suppose another erasure happens during the CZ gate (shown in red) between the
ancilla and the third qubit while measuring Z1Z2Z3Z4. Upon detection of this error we stop the stabilizer measurement, discard
and replace the ancilla and the thrid qubits and update the erasure-flag error set E to be E = {I,X1} × {I, P3} × {I, Z1Z2},
where P3 indicates an arbitrary Pauli error on the third qubit and the correlated Z1Z2 error results from discarding the ancilla
that is already entangled with the first and the second qubits. We then measure the stabilizers X1X2X3X4, X2X3X5X6,
Z2Z3Z5Z6, Z1Z2Z3Z4 to correct the possible errors within E .

more generally, to other codes including the topological
surface codes with arbitrary distance. We show the QEC
circuits for the four-qubit and seven-qubit codes in Fig. 2.
The FT circuit for the [[4,1,2]] code (Fig. 2b) corrects a
single data erasure at the input. A non-FT circuit for the
[[7,1,3]] code (Fig. 2c) is triggered by a data erasure er-
ror at the input and non-adaptively measures a full set of
stabilizers in a fixed sequence. However, an extra erasure
that occurs on the ancilla chip during a stabilizer mea-
surement could propagate into multiple data errors and
cause a logical failure. As such, the non-FT circuit fails
to correct some consecutive double erasures. In contrast,
the adaptive FT circuit (Fig. 2d), which keeps track of
the possible error set and measures only a minimal set
of stabilizers, can tolerate up to two consecutive erasures
on arbitrary qubits.

Analysis of the erasure error rates.– Following
Ref. [12], we model CREs on each chip by a Poisson pro-
cess N(t), such that P [N(t) = k] = (λt)k/k! exp(−λt),
where λ is the rate of the events whose numerical value
is reportedly 1/λ = 10 s. Of course, the exact numerical
value of λ depends on the geometry and other specifi-
cations of the chip. However, for simplicity, we assume
that this rate can be applied to our setup of interest [16].

Since the events in each chip are independent, the in-
troduction of additional chips increases the overall rate
of the events in the system linearly. Using the FT im-
plementation of a QEC code that corrects d − 1 erasure
errors in a cycle, a catastrophic event might occur if there
are more than d − 2 additional events during the recov-
ery time, τ , following the first event that triggers error
correction. Such a catastrophic event leads to a logical
failure at the second level of encoding. The rate of these
catastrophic events is obtained by taking the product of
the rate of the CREs that trigger error correction and the
probability that more than d−2 CREs happen in time τ
following the first CRE. For a code over n chips, the for-
mer is nλ. However, since we need an ancilla chip for our
QEC scheme, the latter factor should be calculated using
the rate (n+1)λ. Therefore, we find the rate of the catas-

trophic events, Γ = nλ{1 − exp[−(n+ 1)λτ ]
∑d−2

k=0[(n +
1)λτ ]k/k!}. For nλτ � 1, we can approximate this by
Γ ≈ nλ[(n + 1)λτ ]d−1/(d − 1)!, which shows the desired
error suppression in this regime. Note that here we con-
sidered the worst-case scenario, but not all weight-d (or
higher) errors are catastrophic, and some are still cor-
rectable. Therefore, by considering the longest error cor-
rection and recovery time for τ (see Fig. 2b and d), this
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FIG. 3. The estimated rate of the catastrophic events Γ with
and without error correction. The solid lines show the lower
bound of the lifetime with the fault-tolerant implementation,
whereas the dashed line is an upper bound of the lifetime
obtained without fault-tolerant implementation. The dotted
line shows the expected lifetime λ−1 without error correction.
The circle and square markers show our estimate of the im-
proved lifetime for maximal recovery time using experimen-
tally feasible parameters for the [[4, 1, 2]] and [[7, 1, 3]] codes,
respectively.

analysis gives a lower bound on the memory lifetime, Γ−1,
limited by the d− 1 coincident CREs within τ (see solid
lines in Fig. 3).

In contrast, for the non-FT implementation of the
[[7, 1, 3]] code, we obtain an upper bound on the mem-
ory lifetime (dashed line in Fig. 3). In this case, some
double events cause a logical failure. Since we are in-
terested in an upper bound, we only consider the case
where the first erasure error occurs on the edge chips in
Fig. 2a. Following this event, depending on the affected
chip, there are one or two stabilizer measurements during
which an ancilla erasure can lead to logical failure. There-
fore, for an upper bound, we consider CREs on these 6
edge chips with the rate 6λ as triggering events and find
the probability of an additional event on an ancilla during
one of the stabilizer measurements. Since different sta-
bilizer measurements (colored boxes in Fig. 2c) have the
same number of inter-chip gates, we assume that they
each take τ/6. Therefore, we find the upper bound of
6λ[1− exp(−λτ/6)] for Γ in this case, see Fig. 3.

Since the improvement sensitively depends on the re-
covery time, τ , it is crucial to estimate the feasible re-
covery time for realistic superconducting devices.

Experimental implementation.– Our proposed scheme
can be implemented experimentally in superconducting
devices by coupling multiple data chips to an ancilla chip
through a router [45, 46] as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1a. The ancilla chip is used to collect the syndrome
information by coupling a syndrome patch to the data
patches (all encoded in a surface code) associated with
different stabilizers. We zoom in on Fig. 1a and show
in detail how the ancilla chip is coupled to one of the
data chips in Fig. 4. To implement an entangling gate,

Router

Ancilla chipData chip

D A

S

FIG. 4. Experimental layout. A zooming-in on Fig. 1(a) that
shows how the ancilla chip is coupled to a data chip. We show
three surface patches S, A, and D, each encoded in a rotated
surface code, with data qubits on the vertices and X-type
(Z-type) syndrome qubits on the black (white) plaquettes. A
CX gate between the syndrome patch S and the data patch D,
which is used for the syndrome extraction during the erasure
QEC, is implemented by introducing the ancilla patch A and
applying the measurement-based circuit shown in the inset
at the lower-left corner. The dashed boxes indicate the new
plaquettes to be measured while merging the boundaries be-
tween D and A nonlocally. The syndrome qubits associated
with the new (dashed) plaquettes are drawn in black dots
explicitly and they are coupled through the router via the
microwave communication links indicated by the solid black
lines.

e.g. CX, between the syndrome patch S and the data
patch D, we introduce an ancilla patch A on the ancilla
chip and apply the measurement-based CX gate [47],
whose circuit is shown in the inset at the lower-left cor-
ner of Fig. 4. The measurement of joint Pauli operators
ZZ (XX) between the surface patches A and S (D) is
implemented by lattice surgery [47], i.e. merging and
then splitting the Z (X) boundaries of the two involved
patches. The whole CX gate using the lattice surgery
is fault-tolerant in the surface-code level and compliant
with the local constraints in 2D architecture [47]. The
nontrivial part of our setting is that we need to nonlo-
cally merge the boundaries of the A and D patches that
sit on different chips. This is done by adding new pla-
quettes (see the dashed boxes in Fig. 4) that connect the
two nonlocal boundaries. For each of the new plaquette,
we have two ancilla qubits (see the black dots in Fig. 4),
each sitting on one chip and is locally coupled to two data
qubits on the boundary of the surface patches. To mea-
sure the stabilizer associated with a new plaquette, we
first apply a nonlocal CX gate between the two ancilla
qubits to create a Bell state 1√

2
(|00〉+ |11〉), then apply

two CX/CZ gates between the ancilla qubits and their
coupled data qubits, apply another nonlocal CX gate be-
tween the ancillas and finally measure one of the ancil-
las. The non-local physical CX gate between the ancilla
qubits can be implemented by teleportation-based gates
that use pre-shared and purified bell pairs between two
chips as resources [48–51].

We can estimate the length of the outer QEC cy-
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cle and the corresponding upper bound of the logical
error rate based on realistic experimental parameters
in the superconducting architecture. The most time-
consuming physical operations are the two-qubit gates
(∼ 100 ns [52, 53]), measurements (∼ 200 ns [54]) and
inter-chip state transfers (∼ 100 ns [35, 36]). We as-
sume that each surface patch is a 10× 10 rotated surface
code and each surface-level operation is followed by a full
surface-QEC cycle with 10 rounds of repeated syndrome
measurements. For maximum parallelism for all the op-
erations, we estimate that the maximum recovery time
τ for the [[4,1,2]] ([[7,1,3]]) code correcting 1 (2) erasure
errors is approximately 270 µs (1000 µs). See Supple-
mentary Material [42] for details. Therefore, based on
these estimated recovery times, we obtain a lower bound
of the memory lifetimes of approximately 5 hours using
the four-qubit, and 51 days for seven-qubit codes, see
markers in Fig. 3.

Discussion.– So far we have focused on quantum mem-
ory and showed that we can protect the quantum system
from catastrophic events for a sufficiently long time us-
ing distributed FTQEC. In principle, our scheme can be
extended to universal fault-tolerant computing since it
is compatible with the existing protocols. Furthermore,
the resource overhead required for overcoming the CREs
could be less than that required for the standard depo-
larizing noise. For example, we can prepare the magic
states non-fault-tolerantly and verify them by performing
erasure detection, without applying costly magic-state
distillation [55, 56], if we only aim to correct the CRE-
induced erasure errors.

We can also use Knill-type QEC [30] to correct era-
sure errors. The Knill-QEC performs the error correction
while teleporting the information from the data block to
one of the blocks in a prepared encoded Bell pair. The
fault tolerance of the Knill-QEC for general erasure errors
is analyzed in Ref. [30]. In Supplementary Material [42],
we show the application of the Knill-QEC in our setting.
Compared to the erasure-flag scheme, the Knill scheme
could be faster since the syndromes are measured in par-
allel. However, it is more resource-demanding since it
requires two extra blocks of qubits encoded as a Bell pair
for each logical qubit. Moreover, the preparation of the
Bell pair potentially requires a complex coupling struc-
ture between the data chips.

Lastly, we discuss the possibility of optimizing the
outer QEC to correct both the erasure errors and the
Pauli errors uncorrectable by the surface codes. For now,
the introduction of the second layer of QEC exponen-
tially suppresses the error rate γEL due to the rare era-
sure errors while linearly enhancing the error rate γPL
due to the Pauli errors resulting from the failure of the
surface codes. In the regime where γEL � γPL , it is ad-
vantageous to consider the tradeoff between γEL and γPL
and minimize the total logical error rate γL = γEL + γPL
by tailoring the outer codes to correct both erasure and

Pauli errors. However, the details of the code tailoring,
the fault-tolerant QEC design, and the implementation
of the universal gates, which might require magic state
distillation, remain to be explored.
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I. FAULT-TOLERANT CRITERIA FOR THE ERASURE ERROR CORRECTION

First, we present the criteria that a fault-tolerant (FT) scheme should satisfy for correcting erasure errors, following
the standard FT criteria for depolarizing noise [1–3]. For t = d− 1, an erasure QEC protocol is t fault-tolerant using
a distance-d stabilizer code if the following two conditions are satisfied:

1. For an input codeword with an error of weight s1, if s2 erasures occur during the protocol with s1 + s2 ≤ t,
ideally decoding the output state gives the same codeword as ideally decoding the input state.

2. For s erasures during the protocol with s ≤ t, no matter how many errors are present in the input state, the
output state differs from a codeword by an error of at most weight s.

One can check that the erasure-flag scheme presented in the main text satisfies the above two FT criteria.

II. THE KNILL QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION FOR ERASURE ERRORS

In this section, we adapt the Knill-QEC scheme [4] to our setting to correct catastrophic erasure errors on different
chips. For a logical qubit encoded in an n-qubit code, we use three blocks of qubits indexed by different colors
(black, blue, and orange). Each block is encoded using the n-qubit code, with each qubit in a distinct chip. In other
words, there are n chips in total, each containing three qubits of different colors (see Fig. S1(c) and (d)). To correct
the erasure errors, we first prepare an encoded Bell pair between the blue and orange blocks and then teleport the
information from the black block to the orange block by performing a Bell measurement on the black and blue blocks.
The erasure-QEC succeeds if the logical information is not erased. That is, if we can express the logical X and Z
operators using the remaining unaffected qubits. Faithful measurements of these logical X and Z operators recover
the information in the black and blue blocks, respectively. Although most of the required operations are transversal,

∗ These authors contributed equally.
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i.e. no inter-chip gates are required, the preparation of the logical |00〉L state for the blue and orange blocks is
non-transversal (see Fig. S1(a)(b)). Consequently, an erasure error that happens in the middle of the logical-zero
preparation could spread among different chips and erase multiple qubits in the blue/orange blocks. Fortunately,
this problem can be resolved by verifying the state and redoing the preparation if necessary. Specifically, we can
fault-tolerantly operate an [[n, k, d]] code against erasure errors by implementing the following protocol:

(i) If there are data erasures detected at the beginning, replace the erased data qubits (chips) and apply the
following erasure-QEC. (ii) Use the non-transversal circuit to prepare the logical state |0L〉 for both the blue and the
orange blocks. If there are bad erasures detected in the middle, replace the erased qubits (chips) and restart the state
preparation. Repeat until the logical |00〉L is prepared without bad erasures. Then apply transversal gates to prepare
the bell state |Φ+

L〉 (between the blue and orange blocks). Next, perform the transversal Bell measurement between
the black block and the blue block by measuring the intact qubits (which have not been erased) and teleport the
information from the black block to the orange block.

As examples, we explicitly draw the fault-tolerant circuits for the [[4, 1, 2]] ([[7, 1, 3]]) code correcting 1 (2) erasure
errors in Fig. S1(c) (Fig. S1(d)). We note that the circuit for the [[7, 1, 3]] is adaptive and we need to redo the
preparation of |00〉L if there is erasure detected in the middle.
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FIG. S1. The Knill QEC circuits. The non-transversal circuits for the preparation of logical |0〉 for the (a) [[4, 1, 2]] code, (b)
[[7, 1, 3]] code. (c). The FT circuit for the [[4, 1, 2]] code correcting 1 data erasure at the input. (d). The FT circuit for the
[[7, 1, 3]] code correcting 1 data erasure at the input and 1 erasure during the preparation of |00〉L. For (c) and (d), there are
three blocks of qubits (black, blue and orange), each consisting of n qubits encoded in an n-qubit code that are distributed over
n chips indexed by different numbers. An encoded bell pair between the blue and the orange blocks is created by preparing
the logical state |00〉L non-transversally using the circuits (a)(b), and then applying a transversal (logical) Hadmard and a CX
gate. The information then is teleported from the black block to the orange block by performing a bell measurement between
the black and the blue blocks. The bell measurement is implemented by first applying a transversal CX gate between the black
and the blue blocks and measuring a logical X (Z) operator on the black (blue) block, whose supported qubits have not been
erased. The correction for the erasure errors is done by applying a Pauli frame update on the output orange block conditioned
on the measurement outcomes.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE KNILL SCHEME AND THE ERASURE-FLAG SCHEME

We provide a comprehensive comparison between the Knill and erasure-flag schemes in terms of their resource
overhead, implementation speed, and requirements for the hardware layout. In general, the erasure-flag scheme is
more resource-efficient, yet more complex and slower due to longer sequential circuits. The Knill-QEC, on the other
hand, is simpler, faster, yet more resource-demanding and potentially requiring complex connectivity between different
chips.

We first compare the resource overhead. For the [[4, 1, 2]] code, the Knill-scheme requires 12 surface patches,
whereas the erasure-flag scheme only requires 5 patches. In general, for an [[n, k, d]] code, the Knill-scheme requires
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[[4, 1, 2]] [[7, 1, 3]]
Erasure-flag 5tSQ + 6tNSCX ≈ 270µs 13tSQ + 24tNSCX ≈ 1000µs

Knill 4tSQ + 2tSCX + 3tNSCX ≈ 210µs 6tSQ + 2tSCX + 6tNSCX ≈ 340µs

TABLE S1. Estimation of the maximal recovery time of a QEC cycle correcting 1 (2) erasure errors for the 4 (7)-qubit
codes based on experimentally-relevant parameters. Each erasure-flag circuit shown in Fig. 2 in the main text consists of one
round of erasure detection (surface QEC) at the beginning, which takes tSQ , and the measurements of multiple stabilizers. A
measurement of a weight-w stabilizer consists of the initialization of the ancilla qubit, w sequential inter-chip CX/CZ gates
between the ancilla qubit and the data qubits, and a measurement on the ancilla. So each weight-w stabilizer measurement
takes Tw ≈ 2tSQ + wtNSCX. As shown in Fig. 2(b) in the main text, the worst-case erasure-flag circuit for the [[4, 1, 2]] code
correcting 1 erasure consists of one round of initial erasure detection, one weight-4 stabilizer measurement and one weight-2
stabilizer measurement. As such, it takes roughly tSQ + T4 + T2 = 5tSQ + 6tNSCX ≈ 270µs. As shown in Fig. 2(d) in the main
text, the worst-case FT erasure-flag circuit for the [[7, 1, 3]] code correcting 2 erasures consists of one round of initial erasure
detection and six weight-4 stabilizer measurements. As such, it takes roughly tSQ + 6T4 = 13tSQ + 24tNSCX ≈ 1000µs. On
the other hand, as shown in Fig. S1(c)(d), each Knill circuit consists of one round of initial erasure detection (tSQ), possibly
multiple rounds of logical state preparation P|00〉L (T00), one round of Hadamard gates and two rounds of local CX gates
(tSQ + 2tSCX). The preparation of logical state |00〉L is the most time-consuming part due to the sequential implementation of
multiple inter-chip CX gates. For the [[4, 1, 2]] code, T00 = 2tSQ + 3tNSCX, and the maximal QEC cycle shown in Fig. S1(c)
takes roughly 2tSQ + 2tSCX + T00 = 4tSQ + 2tSCX + 3tNSCX ≈ 210µs. For the [[7,1,3]] code, T00 = 2tSQ + 3tNSCX, and the
maximal QEC cycle shown in Fig. S1(d) takes roughly 2tSQ + 2tSCX + 2T00 = 6tSQ + 2tSCX + 6tNSCX ≈ 342µs.

3n patches, while the erasure-flag requires n+ 1 patches. If we take into account the ancilla patches used for lattice
surgery, in the general case, the Knill-scheme requires 4n patches, while the erasure-flag requires n+ 2 patches.)

To compare the time requirement of these schemes, we roughly estimate the maximal cycle correcting 1 (2) erasure
errors for the four-(seven-) qubit codes using the two schemes. As shown in the main text, we take into account
the following most time-consuming operations in the physical level for the superconducting architecture: two-qubit
gates (∼ 100 ns), measurements (∼ 200 ns) and inter-chip state transfers (∼ 100 ns). An inter-chip CX/CZ gate
using pre-shared and purified bell pair [5], which mainly consists of one step of local entangling gates and one step
of measurement, takes about tNCX ≈ 300 ns. We then estimate the time for the operations at the surface-code
level. We denote the time for a full surface-code QEC cycle as tSQ. A full cycle consists of 10 rounds of repeated
stabilizer measurements (for a 10 × 10 rotated surface code), each consisting of four steps of parallel CX (CZ)
gates between the syndrome qubits and the data qubits and a measurement on the syndrome qubits. Therefore,
tSQ ≈ 10 × (4 × 100 ns + 200 ns) ≈ 6 µs. The state preparation, measurement and single-qubit operations in the
surface-code level take roughly tSQ, while the two-qubit gates based on lattice surgery are more time-consuming. A
local measurement-based CX/CZ gate, which is introduced in Ref. [6] (see also Fig. 4 in the main text), mainly
consists of one step of state preparation, two steps of joint Pauli measurement between two surface patches and one
step of single-patch measurement. Each joint measurement between two surface patches is implemented by a merging
and a splitting of the two patches, each followed by a full surface QEC cycle [6]. So in combination a local surface
CX/CZ gate takes about tSCX ≈ 6tSQ ≈ 36 µs. An inter-chip CX/CZ gate at the surface-code level is implemented
similarly, except that the merging between two surface patches on two different chips (the ancilla patch and the data
patch in Fig. 4 in the main text) takes extra time due to the implementation of inter-chip physical CX gates. As
such, each inter-chip surface CX/CZ gate takes a time tNSCX ≈ tSCX +10tNCX ≈ 39 µs. Given the estimation of each
surface-level operation, we can proceed to estimate the maximal cycle duration for the four- and seven-qubit codes,
using the erasure-flag and the Knill circuits shown in Fig. 2 in the main text and Fig. S1, respectively. The estimates
are summarized in Tab. S1. We note that these rough estimates strongly depend on the schemes and assumptions for
different experimental operations, which are by no means optimal now. The Knill scheme is in general faster than the
erasure-flag scheme since the latter requires more sequential operations using only one ancilla surface patch. However,
we note that if we use more ancilla surface patches and measure different stabilizers in parallel, the erasure-flag scheme
can be greatly accelerated.

In terms of the experimental layout, the erasure-flag scheme is preferred since it only requires the connectivity
between the ancilla chip and the data chips, whereas the Knill-scheme might require complex connectivity between
the data chips while preparing the logical state |0〉L (see Fig. S1(b)).

IV. APPLICATION OF THE ERASURE-FLAG SCHEME TO OTHER CODES

In this section, we show that the erasure-flag scheme can in principle be applied to other codes in addition to the
[[4, 1, 2]] and [[7, 1, 3]] codes shown in the main text.

As an example, we show that it can be applied to the CSS surface codes, or more generally, Kitaev toric codes [7]
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with an arbitrary distance. We consider a d × d planar surface code as an example and prove that by using the
erasure-flag scheme, the surface code can correct up to d − 1 arbitrary erasures. The proof for other toric codes
follows. The key is to show that by adaptively measuring an appropriate set of stabilizers in a proper sequence, the
erasure-flag error set never grows to be too large to be uncorrectable as long as there are no more than d− 1 erasures
during the protocol. We equivalently view an erasure error as an arbitrary Pauli error with a known location.

To correct the possible errors in an erasure-flag error set E , we measure only a minimal set of stabilizers that are
sufficient to diagnose and correct the errors. That is, for s possible X errors on s known qubits, we measure at most
s Z-type stabilizers whose support cover the s faulty qubits. The same goes for the Z errors. Suppose that a logical
X operator has to vertically cross the surface patch and has support on d different rows. Let si be the total number
of erasures that have occurred and ri be the total number of rows on which the current erasure-flag error set E have
support before the ith stabilizer measurement. We have the iterative relation ri+1 − ri ≤ si+1 − si. To see this,
suppose one or more bad erasures happen and propagates to multiple data errors while measuring a new stabilizer
that is supported on at least one of the rows which E also have support on. Since a stabilizer only spans two rows, the
expanded error set E only occupies one more row. As a result, we have ri ≤ si, and for si ≤ d− 1 we have ri ≤ d− 1.
Therefore, the product of any two errors in E does not form a logical X operator provided that there are no more
than d − 1 erasures in total. An analogous argument show that the flag error set can not fully span the d columns
and the product of two errors can not be a logical Z operator.

V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS

The previous proposals for distributed hardware discussed in the main text have focused on achieving scalability
by increasing the number of logical qubits that can be deployed on a single computation. In such systems, for a
broad range of parameters, the application execution time is determined in large part by the inter-node entanglement
creation time, interconnect topology and scheduling application-matched use of the interconnect [8, 9].

In contrast, in this proposal, the distributed hardware is deployed to mitigate this CRE problem. In the simplest
model for system organization, each of the n nodes has enough logical qubits to run the entire application. To first
approximation, the distributed nature of the system has no impact on application execution time. However, recovery
operations after CREs will occupy individual logical qubits within the nodes for extended periods of time, as each
logical qubit must execute inter-node gates by using physical Bell pairs created using the dedicated transceiver qubits
that exist in specific locations on the chip.

The optimal mapping of qubits to locations on a chip, taking into account the intra-chip communication costs, is
known to be an NP-complete problem for compilation of static programs [10]. The scheduling of the use of the physical
Bell pairs for inter-chip recovery can impact the preferred location of logical qubits within a chip and delay the start
of forthcoming application logical gates. The details of qubit movement and the need to dynamically schedule this
recovery process to minimize its impact on application performance is an important area for future research.

The hardware cost for this proposal is a factor of six (nine) when using the [[4,1,2]] ([[7,1,3]]) code, including the
data code word nodes, the ancilla (outer QEC syndrome) node, and at least one node held in reserve for recovery
operations, plus the interconnect itself. Thus, the hardware cost is substantial. However, the gain in projected
memory lifetime is four to six orders of magnitude, an enormous improvement. For long computations, this gain
is absolutely imperative and will determine what computations can and cannot be performed using such solid-state
quantum computers.
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